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ABSTRACT: We report on the epitaxial growth of high-quality core−shell nonpolar m-plane GaN/InAlN multiple quantum
wells (MQWs) on the sidewall facets of c-oriented hexagonal GaN wires. Pseudomorphic growth without generation of threading
dislocations has been established for planar GaN/InAlN (In = 15%) MQWs grown on m-GaN substrates, although m-plane
InAlN epilayers cannot be grown perfectly lattice-matched to GaN along the two in-plane directions. Calculations based on
elasticity theory indicate that the significant amount of strain oriented along the c-axis is the likely factor favoring the formation of
cracks along this direction. For the core−shell wire geometry, such cracks are not observed, leading to high structural quality
MQWs. A significant UV emission centered around 3.7 eV at room temperature with a strong polarization perpendicular to the
wire axis is observed for those core−shell wires, which is consistent with k·p method calculations, proving the absence of
quantum confined Stark effect on nonpolar m-plane surfaces. These excellent optical features reported in the UV spectral range
are attributed to the defect-free nature of the GaN/InAlN MQWs, thereby opening promising opportunities for the realization of
UV light emitters.
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During the past decade, the development of nanowires
(NWs) has made significant progress, making them a

serious alternative as functional building blocks to design new
photonic or electronic devices.1,2 NW growth is currently well-
controlled for III−V semiconductor materials as exemplified by
the achievement of vertical NW ordered arrays,3 doping
modulation,4 and complex axial/radial heterostructures.5 In
the case of III-nitrides, NWs have gained a lot of attention with
the pioneering demonstrations of single-NW devices such as
high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) built from GaN/
AlN/AlGaN heterostructures6 or light emitting diodes
(LEDs),7 lasers,8 and photovoltaic cells,9 using InGaN/GaN
multiple quantum wells (MQWs). Significant efforts are

currently being pursued to achieve effective devices based on
nitride NWs, especially to fabricate LEDs.10 It has been
emphasized that the wire geometry offers key advantages to
further improve the performance of nitride devices compared to
the standard planar technology. First, the growth of
nanostructures, such as NWs, can be performed on various
low-cost substrates such as Si11 or glass12 to fabricate LED
devices. Second, the sidewalls of c-plane oriented GaN wires
can be considered as a m-plane GaN template for MQW
growth, as already reported for core−shell InGaN/GaN MQW
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LEDs showing a strong blue electroluminescence at room
temperature and the absence of quantum confined Stark effect
(QCSE), in agreement with their nonpolar orientation.13 Third,
a significant reduction in the dislocation density is expected in
the active region that should drastically improve the internal
quantum efficiency (IQE). For instance, an IQE above 50% is
theoretically predicted for dislocation densities less than 109

cm−2 in the case of AlGaN-based MQWs for UV emission.14

For core−shell heterostructures, the threading dislocations
(TDs) formed at the wire−substrate interface do not affect the
shell active region and efficient UV emission can be envisioned.
This latter point is one of the important issues to address the
limited efficiency of the current planar technology for the
development of UV LEDs.15,16 Up to now, only the growth of
core−shell GaN/AlN MQWs has been explored on triangular
catalyzed GaN wires showing the proof of concept of the wire
technology for UV emission.17

Within the same decade, the InAlN nitride alloy has attracted
a lot of attention due to the possibility to realize in-plane
lattice-matched (LM) heterostructures with c-GaN for an
indium content close to 17−18%.18 Though the epitaxy of
InAlN is challenging, notable progress has been made in the
growth of high-quality thin InAlN layers and GaN/InAlN
multilayers on c- plane GaN templates, making such GaN/
InAlN heterostructures an alternative candidate for next-
generation III-nitride devices.19,20 For instance, HEMTs
based on a strain-free InAlN thin barrier layer grown on top
of GaN have been successfully demonstrated.21 InAlN has also
been efficiently used as an electron blocking layer.22 In
addition, defect-free LM GaN/InAlN multilayers have been
employed as distributed Bragg mirrors,23−25 near-infrared,
inter-sub-band superlattices showing absorption or UV
emission.26 Those MQWs could also potentially compete
with GaN/AlGaN MQWs exhibiting a higher brightness of UV
light at room temperature.20 InAlN-based heterostructures have
to therefore be considered as an alternative active region to
realize efficient near-UV light emitters. LM InAlN-based
heterostructures grown along the conventional polar c-axis
direction are known to present a strong built-in electric field of
pure spontaneous origin, which amounts to 3.6 MV/cm in
single c-plane GaN/InAlN quantum wells (QWs).19,26,27 The
resulting built-in electric field causes the undesirable QCSE in
the case of quantum wells, which is known to be responsible for
a significant red-shift in the emission energy and a decreased
radiative efficiency of LEDs. InAlN growth along nonpolar
directions has been much less studied than along the polar one,
whereas the absence of polarization mismatch should lead to
higher exciton oscillator strength and higher light emission
efficiency28 making nonpolar orientation of high interest for
microcavities29 or UV light emitters. However, in the case of m-
plane nonpolar growths, the plane perpendicular to the growth
axis is defined by two independent lattice parameters, namely,
“a” and “c” of the hexagonal cell. As a consequence, in-plane
lattice matching cannot be simultaneously obtained along both
directions, resulting in anisotropic in-plane strain. This is
markedly different from the case of c-plane growth for which
perfect lattice matching can be achieved along the a-axis for an
In composition close to 17%.18,19 The growth of an a-plane
(11−20) InAlN layer on a-GaN/r-sapphire has been recently
reported showing anisotropic structural and optical properties
for films with 19% of indium.30 Also, high-quality, m-plane (1−
100) InAlN growth on ZnO substrates has been performed
using a room-temperature epitaxial growth technique for In

composition below 50%.31 These examples prove that the
epitaxy of nonpolar InAlN layers nearly lattice matched with
GaN can be achieved, thereby motivating the extension to
nonpolar GaN/InAlN MQWs.
In this work, we investigate the growth of m-plane GaN/

InAlN MQWs on planar m-GaN substrates and m-plane
sidewall facets of c-oriented hexagonal GaN wires, as depicted
in Figure 1. In the case of planar growths, the epitaxy and the

in-plane strain anisotropy will be discussed by combining X-ray
and microscopy experiments and will be related to elasticity
theory calculations. A significant strain along the c-axis is clearly
identified causing cracks along this direction. For the wire
geometry, the growth of core−shell MQWs on GaN wire
sidewalls is performed without the formation of such cracks.
Defect-free GaN/InAlN MQWs in the core−shell wire
geometry exhibit strong photoluminescence around 3.7 eV up
to room temperature, contrary to equivalent m-plane planar
structures, proving the interest of the wire-based design for UV
light emitting devices.
GaN wires having lateral {1−100} m-plane facets and a

length about 30 μm are grown in a metal−organic vapor-phase
epitaxy (MOVPE) close-coupled showerhead reactor on c-
plane sapphire substrates. The wires are obtained by combining
in situ pretreatment favoring the formation of an N-polar GaN
hexagonal seed, a silane flux, and a low V/III ratio in order to
promote the vertical growth (see details in refs 32 and 33).
After a certain length (∼20 μm), the silane injection is stopped
to grow an unintentionally doped GaN section (∼10 μm) at
the top of the wires. Then in an AIXTRON 200/4 RF-S
MOVPE system, nine GaN/InAlN MQWs are grown after a
preannealing at 1000 °C under hydrogen during 5 min to clean
the wire surfaces (no degradation of the wire shape is observed
after the annealing step). The growth of the core−shell MQW
structure is performed at 835 °C under ammonia flux using
both trimethyl-indium and trimethyl-aluminum for InAlN
growth and trimethyl-gallium for GaN growth. The nominal
In composition of InAlN barriers is fixed at 17−18% and the
nominal GaN and AlInN layer thicknesses are 2 and 5 nm,
respectively. Electron microscopy analysis has been carried out
either in transmission (TEM) or scanning- transmission
(STEM) mode on Jeol 3010 and probe-corrected FEI-Titan
microscopes operated at 300 kV. Slices of the wires, either
parallel or perpendicular to the growth axis, have been prepared
by focused ion beam (FIB). For planar growths, samples have
been prepared in cross sections by mechanical polishing and

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the two different geometries
considered to grow nonpolar m-plane GaN/InAlN MQWs: (1) planar
growth on an m-GaN substrate and (2) core−shell growth on the
sidewall facets of c-oriented GaN wires.
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subsequent ion-milling (Gatan PIPS operated at 3 keV). Local
Ga, In, and Al compositions have been measured by energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). This has been done on
an FEI Osiris TEM operated at 200 kV, and fitted with a high
brightness gun with four windowless silicon drift detectors
(SDD) combined symmetrically around the objective lens. This
configuration offers a large X-ray collection angle (∼0.9 sr) that
permits the efficient acquisition of EDX spectral images.
Quantitative elemental maps are then calculated using the Cliff-
Lorimer ratio technique. High resolution X-ray diffraction
(HRXRD) reciprocal space mappings have been used to get
access to the strain state of planar structures at the macroscopic
scale. We used a standard setup equipped with a beam
concentrator, a Ge (220) four-bounce monochromator and a
Ge analyzer in front of the detector. Photoluminescence (PL)
spectroscopy at 5 K using a frequency-doubled continuous
wave Ar+ laser excitation source emitting at 244 nm has been
carried out to study the optical properties of GaN/InAlN
MQWs grown on planar GaN substrates or wire sidewalls.
Microphotoluminescence (micro-PL) and cathodolumines-
cence (CL) experiments have also been performed on
dispersed wires to gain insights on the local light emission of
single wires. For CL mappings, the electron beam voltage and
current were set to 20 kV and 1 nA, respectively. For micro-PL
measurements, the laser beam was focused by means of a UV
microscope objective with a numerical aperture of 0.55. The
corresponding spot size amounts to ∼5 μm for the polarization-
resolved measurements, whereas proper shaping of the laser
beam and guiding through a UV microscope stand allowed
reaching a nearly diffraction-limited spot size of ∼0.5 μm for
the temperature-dependent micro-PL measurements. Polar-
ization-selection was obtained using a Glan polarizer and its
response has been calibrated by white light reflection under
normal incidence. The PL and CL collected signals were sent to
a monochromator combined with a liquid-nitrogen cooled UV-
enhanced charge-coupled device providing a spectral resolution
of about 2 meV.
To get structural and optical features of such m-plane

growths, nonpolar GaN/InAlN MQWs directly grown on m-

plane GaN substrates have been first investigated with a specific
focus on the strain state of these heterostructures. The STEM-
high angle annular dark field (HAADF) image (Figure 2a)
taken along the [11−20] zone axis shows the m-plane epitaxy
of the MQW structure consisting of 2.8 nm GaN layers (bright
contrast) separated by 4.9 nm InAlN layers (dark contrast). No
dislocations or stacking faults are observed, which is notably
different from the case of m-plane AlN/GaN heterostructures.34

However, cracks are visible along the c-axis in the [10−10]
zone axis, as mentioned afterward. The interfaces do not
present exactly the same sharpness (Figure 2b): along the
growth direction, the top interface of the InAlN layers is
relatively wavy, whereas the top surface of the GaN layers
appears flatter with atomic steps between terraces (terrace
length about 10 nm). Regarding the InAlN layer, we notice the
rather homogeneous distribution of bright spots (related to In
atoms) among dark ones (Al atoms), which indicates that no
marked In clustering occurs at this scale (Figure 2b). This is
supported by chemical mappings obtained by EDX. Figure 2c
shows a sharp interface composition, and mappings indicate a
homogeneous composition in Al and In within the InAlN
barrier layers corresponding to an In content of 15% (± 2%).
High resolution (HR) STEM images taken along the [0001]

and [11−20] zone axes have been analyzed by geometrical
phase analysis (GPA),35 in order to obtain lattice parameter
mappings along the three main directions, namely, a- and c-
maps for the in-plane parameters and m-map for the parameter
along the growth axis. GaN was taken as the reference region.
The results are given in Figure 3a−d. Both a- and c-maps
present random fluctuations within the error bars (Figure 3b,c),
meaning that InAlN and GaN layers adopt the same in-plane
lattice parameters. On the contrary, the InAlN layers exhibit a
lattice spacing 1.5% smaller than the GaN one along the growth
direction (m-mapping in Figure 3d). As no difference was
observed on GPA maps between GaN layers and the GaN
substrate (not shown here), the values of the lattice parameters
of GaN within the layers are those of relaxed GaN, that is, a =
0.3189 nm and c = 0.5185 nm.36 The pseudomorphic growth of
the planar MQWs has also been verified by means of HRXRD

Figure 2. TEM characterization of planar m-plane GaN/InAlN MQWs. (a) STEM-HAADF image of MQWs taken along the [11−20] zone axis. (b)
Enlarged image of single GaN wells. The dashed line indicates the atomic steps at the GaN/InAlN interface. (c) EDX chemical characterization
showing HAADF image and the corresponding Ga, Al, and In mappings in green, red, and blue, respectively.
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reciprocal space mappings. The mappings are performed
around the (3 3̅ 0 0) and (2 2 ̅ 0 1) Bragg peaks for the
azimuthal directions corresponding to the a- and c-axis (called
Qx-axis) perpendicular to the m-plane direction (Figure 3e,f).
For these two reflections, Qz corresponds to the m-direction
and to the [2 2 ̅ 0 1]-direction, respectively. Figure 3e,f shows
that the MQW superlattice (SL) peaks are aligned along the Qz
direction, confirming the absence of in-plane strain relaxation
(i.e., coherent growth).37 This X-ray diffraction investigation
unambiguously supports the local-scale STEM-HAADF image
analysis reported before.
In the framework of elasticity theory, we have determined the

strain components εa, εc, and εm to estimate the strain state of
those m-plane samples as a function of In content (Figure 4a).
The elastic constants of AlN and InN (taken from ref 38) are
linearly interpolated as a function of composition, as well as the
lattice parameters of the InxAl1−xN alloy.39 The strain
components are then given by

ε = −
a
a

1a
x

xo (1)

ε = −
c
c
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ε ε ε= − −
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C
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where a0x and c0x are the lattice parameters of the relaxed
InxAl1−xN alloy, ax and cx are those of the InxAl1−xN layer,
strained to ax = aGaN and cx = cGaN, and Cij are the elastic
constants (i,j = 1, 2, 3).
From Figure 4a, εa and εc cannot be canceled for the same x

value (εa = 0 for x = 18%, while εc = 0 for x = 29%) due to the
in-plane anisotropy inherent to m-plane heterostructures.
Therefore, a residual strain is necessarily present whatever the
In content, contrary to c-plane GaN/InAlN heterostructures for
which it is possible to find an In composition corresponding to
a perfect in-plane lattice matching.
The In content can be estimated from X-ray diffraction, HR-

STEM measurements and elasticity theory. The d110
GaN and

average SL d110
SL spacings have been obtained from X-ray θ − 2θ

scans. Assuming that the average SL d110
SL interplanar distance is

related to d110
GaN and d110

InAlN by the following expression:

· + · = + ·n d n d n n d( )GaN
110
GaN InAlN

110
InAlN GaN InAlN

110
SL

(4)

where nGaN and nInAlN are the number of GaN and InAlN
monolayers and tGaN = nGaN·d110

GaN and tInAlN = nInAlN·d110
InAlN are

the thicknesses of the GaN and InAlN layers measured on HR-
STEM images (Figure 2a); we find that d110

InAlN = 0.273 nm.
From elasticity theory, we have then deduced that the In
concentration in the samples was equal to 15%, in agreement
with the EDX results. The m-plane surface is known to
incorporate less In atoms than the standard c-plane surface for
InGaN-based MQWs.40,41 We observe the same behavior in the
case of InAlN, because the In content is measured around 15%
for a nominal value fixed at 17−18%. Knowing this
composition, we can extract from Figure 4a the strain
components along a, c, and m, which are equal to 0.57, 2.05,
and −0.77%, respectively. The large value for εc (2.05%) is

Figure 3. Lattice parameter study of planar m-plane GaN/InAlN
MQWs. GPA analyses based on STEM images taken along the [0001]
and [11−20] zone axes: (a) STEM image with g = [11−20], (b, c)
mapping of in-plane parameters, i.e., c- and a-lattice parameter,
respectively, (d) mapping of the out-of plane m-lattice parameter. (e, f)
Reciprocal space maps taken around the asymmetric (3−300) and (2−
201) reflections for the azimuthal directions corresponding to the two
in-plane directions (i.e., the a- and c-axis). The broadening of the XRD
peaks is related to the low-resolution limitation of the experimental
XRD setup.

Figure 4. (a) Calculation of the strain components εa, εc, and εm as a
function of In content for m-plane InAlN growth on GaN, indicating
that the residual strain is always present for the m-plane orientation
whatever the In content. (b) TEM image taken along the [11−20]
zone axis showing cracks along the c-axis direction for which the strain
is the most significant for InAlN layers with an In content equal to
15%.
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consistent with the TEM observation of cracks along this
direction, as shown in Figure 4b.
The optical properties of planar m-plane GaN/InAlN MQWs

have been measured by PL at 5 K. Figure 5 shows a PL

spectrum that clearly exhibits an intense contribution assigned
to the near-band edge (NBE) emission originating from the
bulk m-GaN substrate. The NBE emission is composed of the
donor bound exciton recombination (D0X) peak at 3.47 eV and
the D0X two electron satellite (TES) peak at 3.45 eV.42 We also
observe the first two longitudinal optical (LO) phonon replicas
of the D0X emission at 3.38 and 3.29 eV, respectively, labeled
1LO and 2LO in Figure 5. The signature of MQW emission is
weakly visible on the high-energy side of the PL spectrum. This
contribution is centered at ∼3.55 eV with a full width at half-
maximum (fwhm) being equal to 110 meV. The emission
intensity is extremely low and the line width is larger compared
to that measured on c-plane InAlN- based nitride MQWs (65
meV) reported in ref 26. The weak PL signal from those
MQWs cannot be related to polarization anisotropy of the
emitted light as already observed for a-plane InAlN layers,30

because a weak signal is always measured whatever the light
polarization direction. The light emission properties of those

MQWs are probably degraded by the poor surface quality
generally obtained for nonpolar GaN substrates. Alternatively,
this weak intensity may also be due to the presence of the
cracks observed by TEM along the c-direction. A way to limit
the formation of cracks would consist in minimizing the strain
component by tuning the In content in InxAl1−xN layers. The
In content minimizing the elastic energy per volume unit E can
be calculated from elasticity theory by

∑ ε ε

ε ε ε ε ε ε ε
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= + + + +
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2
2
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where Cij are the elastic constants and εi and εj are the strain
values of the InAlN layer (i and j = 1−3). A value of x = 23% is
obtained from this calculation, which is somewhat larger than
the In content of our samples. However, the band offset in such
In-rich GaN/InAlN MQWs would not necessarily guarantee
the occurrence of an effective type-I QW band profile.
To limit the formation of structural defects, we propose an

alternative approach using the sidewalls of c-oriented GaN
wires acting as an m-plane template to grow GaN/InAlN
MQWs. In this case, similar to the growth of InGaN/GaN
MQWs,13 we observe that the radial MQW growth occurs
properly in the upper part of the GaN wires. Longitudinal and
transversal cross-section STEM-HAADF images of a typical
GaN wire coated by GaN/InAlN MQWs are shown in Figure
6a and b, respectively. M-plane growth of MQWs with the core-
shell geometry is clearly observed with sharp interfaces along
the sidewall facets of GaN wires (the bright regions correspond
to GaN layers and the dark ones to InAlN layers). The
thicknesses are equal to 2.1 nm for GaN wells and 4.6 nm for
InAlN barriers, respectively (error bar about 0.1 nm), whatever
the m-plane facets of the wires. These thicknesses are slightly
smaller than those reported for m-plane planar growth but
reveal a similar growth rate in both cases. A weak thickness

Figure 5. Photoluminescence spectrum of planar GaN/InAlN MQWs
grown on m-GaN substrates measured at 5 K showing a weak emission
of MQWs.

Figure 6. Cross-sectional TEM images of GaN wires with core−shell GaN/InAlN MQWs prepared by FIB: (a) longitudinal cross-sectional view
taken along the [11−20] zone-axis with MQWs on the wire sidewalls and rough growth on the top wire facet (inset: enlarged view of the MQW
region); (b) transversal cross-sectional view taken along the [0001] zone axis evidencing core−shell MQWs on m-plane hexagonal facets; (c) EDX
chemical characterizations showing a HAADF image and the corresponding Ga, Al, and In mappings in green, red, and blue, respectively. An Al-rich
region is clearly observed at the hexagon edges for InAlN barriers, which coincides with a convex shape, as emphasized in the longitudinal and
transversal cross-section views (see white dashed circles).
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gradient is observed along the wire length, corresponding to a
reduction of about 3% per micrometer of the well and barrier
thicknesses in the direction of the wire foot. In Figure 6a, a
rough growth is noticeably observed on the c-plane top facet of
GaN wires. We attribute this perturbed growth to the N-polar
character of the c-plane flat top surface previously measured on
such GaN wires in ref 33, because this phenomenon is not
observed for the GaN/InAlN MQW growth on the current Ga-
polar surface.26 Further investigations on N-polar growths of
InAlN would be required to confirm the impact of crystal
polarity. In the longitudinal cross-section image taken along the
[11−20] zone-axis shown in Figure 6a, no stacking fault is
observed in the MQWs on the wire sidewalls, contrary to the
case of InGaN/GaN MQWs published in ref 13. Interestingly,
we do not observe the formation of cracks along the c-direction
on longitudinal cross-section images (Figure 6a) contrary to
planar growths. The defect-free character of such core−shell
wires is attributed to the bounded size of the sidewall facets and
of the edges (side hexagon length less than 500 nm) and also to
the limited wire length, which can contribute to accumulate the
c-axis strain. Also, the surface state of the wire sidewalls in terms
of roughness, residual contamination and structural quality is
certainly better than the usual planar m-plane surface, which
may also contribute to limit the formation of defects. Figure 6c
shows Ga, Al, and In chemical mappings measured by EDX. We
clearly observe the core/shell GaN/InAlN MQW structure
composed by GaN wells and InAlN barrier layers with sharp
interface compositions. The InAlN barriers present homoge-
neous Al and In compositions, except at the wire edges where
an Al enrichment is observed. The In content in InAlN is
estimated by EDX to 15% (±2%) for the barriers grown on m-
plane facets (i.e., same composition as for the planar
structures), whereas only 7% (±2%) is extracted for the
hexagon edges. This Al-rich composition is also observed in the
HAADF-STEM images with a dark line visible in InAlN layers
exactly at the edges of the hexagon (Figure 6c). The same Al-
rich composition is measured on each of the six edges of the
hexagonal wire section and also in the pyramidal shape of the
MQWs grown in the lateral part on the top flat c-plane facet of
the wire (circled parts in Figure 6a,b). Such a phenomenon has
been already observed in core−shell AlP/InAlP43 and AlGaAs/
GaAs44 heterostructures grown on GaAs nanowires. It has been
explained by a shorter diffusion length of Al adatoms and a
variation in the chemical potential with surface curvature.45

These observations are also consistent with the In-poor regions
observed for convex surface shapes on thick InAlN layers.46

The optical properties of wires dispersed on a Si substrate
were characterized both by PL and CL measurements at 5 K.
Figure 7a shows a typical low temperature PL spectrum of a
dispersed core−shell wire assembly (red curve) and that of
planar c-plane GaN/InAlN MQWs grown on a GaN template
(black curve) that have the same GaN well thickness (i.e., 2.1
nm). Both spectra clearly exhibit two significant contributions:
a main peak centered near 3.5 eV assigned to the NBE emission
of bulk GaN and a second peak on the high-energy side
ascribed to MQW emission. A red-shift of 160 meV attributed
to the QCSE is clearly observed for the MQW emission in the
case of polar c-plane growth with respect to the m-plane one.
An emission energy equal to 3.584 eV is derived from envelope
function calculations following a plane-wave expansion method
(relying on the k·p method) and assuming a built-in electric
field equal to 2 MV/cm47 for the c-plane MQW growth. This
result is very close to the experimental data since a MQW

emission peak at 3.57 eV is measured for the planar geometry.
It also demonstrates the absence of QCSE for m-plane core-
shell heterostructures, as expected for such nonpolar
orientation, because in this latter case, the MQW peak emission
is observed at ∼3.73 eV. The CL-mappings performed on
single-wires confirm the peak origin, because the emission at
3.73 eV comes from the upper part of the wire covered by the
radial GaN/InAlN MQWs (Figure 7c), whereas the GaN
emission is mainly located on the bottom part (Figure 7d). The
blueshift emission energy of those MQWs compared to the
planar m-plane MQWs in the Figure 5 is mainly attributed to a
larger quantum confinement because of the thinner GaN well
thickness grown around the wire versus the planar structure
one (2.1 vs 2.8 nm), in agreement with the simulation of energy
dependence versus well thickness presented in the Figure 8e.
Qian et al. reported an emission around 3.65−3.44 eV (340−
360 nm) for radial AlN/GaN MQWs grown on triangular
catalyzed GaN nanowires ascribed to both quantum confine-
ment and strain effect.17 In our case, we mainly attribute the
emission energy to a higher confinement on nonpolar surfaces
that improves the emission efficiency and avoids the critical red-
shift usually observed in polar structures related to QCSE. In
addition, a careful observation of the NBE emission in the PL
spectrum shows the convolution of two emission lines. The
dominant peak at 3.50 eV corresponds to the emission of
unintentionally doped GaN located in the upper part of the
wires and a shoulder at 3.56 eV is related to the n-doped part in
the bottom of GaN wires due to Si doping and band-filling
effect (Burstein-Moss shift), as previously depicted in ref 32.
Figure 8a shows temperature-dependent micro-PL measure-

ments acquired at the tip of a single dispersed nanowire without
polarization selection. In agreement with the previously

Figure 7. (a) Photoluminescence spectrum measured at 5 K of core−
shell GaN/InAlN MQW dispersed wires (red curve) and that of planar
c-plane GaN/InAlN MQWs grown on a GaN template (black curve)
that have the same GaN well thickness (i.e., 2.1 nm). See text for
details. (b−d) Cathodoluminescence analyses of single core−shell
wires measured at 5 K showing a SEM image and the corresponding
emission mappings measured at 3.51 and 3.71 eV, respectively.
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discussed PL and CL results, the spectra are dominated by two
main contributions, namely, the MQW signal centered around
3.7 eV and the GaN NBE luminescence around 3.5 eV. The
latter is strongly modulated, likely by optical modes present in
the nanowires, which leads to an oscillatory behavior.48,49 The
MQW emission exhibits a low temperature inhomogeneous
line width of ∼70 meV (cf. Figure 8c), which increases up to
110 meV at 300 K and competes with values measured on
comparable high-quality polar GaN/InAlN structures.26 The
intensity ratio between room and low temperature is around
2%, which is comparable with the ratio reported for planar c-
plane GaN/InAlN MQWs.20 Taking into account the small
emission energy shift with increasing temperature (20 meV), a
dominating impact of carrier localization up to room
temperature is expected, most probably due to interface
fluctuations and In fluctuations present in the barriers. This
interpretation fits well with the activation energy of 35 meV
determined from the Arrhenius plot of the MQW PL integrated
intensity shown in Figure 8b. A similar value has already been
reported in polar InGaN/GaN QWs,50 which was shown to be
consistent with an activation energy ascribed to carrier
delocalization from the potential minima rather than with
thermal escape of the carriers from the confinement potential.
Indeed, the latter process is unlikely owing to the large band

offsets in the present QW system (e.g., >600 meV for the
conduction band offset assuming a standard conduction to
valence band offset ratio of 70:30). Note here that 35 meV may
just be seen as a lower limit for the carrier localization energy
when considering the low temperature emission line width.
Calculations following the k·p method were performed in order
to determine the QW transition energy as a function of the well
width.51 Appropriate band parameters and bandgaps were taken
from ref 52, while the binding energy of 2D excitons was
deduced from the method depicted in ref 53. The
corresponding results are shown in Figure 8e. As expected
for nonpolar GaN QWs free from built-in electric field, the
transition energy converges toward the bulk GaN bandgap for
large well widths. For the experimentally determined thickness
of 2.1 nm, a low temperature transition energy of 3.68 eV is
derived from this model. The difference with the experimentally
observed low-temperature emission line centered at 3.695 eV
might originate from different factors. First, the parameters
from ref 52, including those governing the anisotropic effective
valence band masses, are predominantly based on first-
principles calculations and thus might potentially deviate
from the real ones. On the other hand, the QW thickness
slightly varies (3% per micrometer), leading to a total thickness
variation ±0.3 nm, depending on the spot position along the
wire axis.13

Simulations can also provide substantial information helping
us to understand the behavior of the wires, for example, about
the symmetry of the electronic states and thus about their
polarization-dependent emission properties. In Figure 8d, low-
temperature polarization-resolved PL spectra recorded on a
single wire reveal several peculiarities. First, a significant
anisotropy in the emission is visible for both the bulk GaN
and the MQW signal as expected for nonpolar structures. Both
emissions are copolarized, meaning that the highest emission
intensity is found for a polarization of the electric field vector
perpendicular to the optical axis, that is, to the wire axis.
Although both emission lines are issued from GaN states, their
similar behavior might be purely fortuitous. Indeed, the
combination of quantum confinement and the experienced
lattice strain is expected to influence the symmetry of the
lowest energy level of the GaN QW. Figure 8e shows the
evolution of the computed linear polarization degree ρ as a
function of QW width. For the present QWs, a very high value,
ρ > 0.8, is expected with a slightly decreasing value for thinner
wells. Despite a qualitative agreement between the experimental
finding and the simulations, the absolute experimental ρ value is
lower (ρ = 0.64). All those simulations are only valid for free
excitonic states. In view of the strong carrier localization, we
could expect some deviations induced by a change in the
symmetry of the confined states. Moreover, as the spot size
amounts to ∼5 μm in this latter experiment, one can expect to
collect not only the light issued from the well facet
perpendicular to the incoming beam, but also from the 60°
tilted side facets or scattered light from the wire tip (cf., Figure
6), which will exhibit a modified optical response. The same
argumentation applies for the GaN NBE emission, where a
reduced linear polarization degree with respect to the strain-
free value is also observed.54 Here, the impact of the degenerate
conduction band from the n-doped region might additionally
come into play.
In summary, we demonstrated the growth of nonpolar

InAlN-based MQWs on m-plane surfaces either directly on m-
GaN substrates or on the sidewalls of c-oriented GaN wires.

Figure 8. Microphotoluminescence measured on single core−shell
wires. (a) Typical PL spectrum evolution as a function of temperature
from 10 to 300 K. (b) Temperature-dependence of the MQW peak
area revealing an activation energy of 35 meV. (c) Energy position and
fwhm of the MQW emission peak as a function of temperature. (d)
Low- temperature polarization-resolved PL spectra revealing aniso-
tropic light emission. A significant polarization of the electric field
vector perpendicular to the wire-axis is measured (ρ = 64%). (e)
Simulated data using the k·p method to predict the energy position
and the polarization of the emission of GaN/InAlN quantum wells
grown on the m-plane as a function of QW thickness.
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Although a perfect lattice matching cannot be reached for
GaN/InAlN heterostructures on m-plane surfaces, pseudomor-
phic growth without dislocation or stacking fault has notably
been established for planar GaN/InAlN MQWs with an In
composition equal to 15%. A significant amount of strain
occurring along the c-direction predicted by elasticity theory
generates cracks along this direction. On the contrary, such
cracks are not observed for core−shell growth on GaN wire
sidewalls certainly due to stress relaxation of the wire facet free
surfaces and edges. In contrast to planar growths, a strong
luminescence occurring around 3.7 eV is observed in core/shell
wires up to room temperature, which is attributed to the defect-
free nature of MQWs. Based on those results and the recent
demonstration of p-type InAlN,55 the opportunity to develop
InAlN-based UV light emitters that would benefit from wire
sidewalls to grow high quality InAlN/GaN MQWs becomes
realistic.
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